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Thus his nature rested as strongly upon him as ever. He was
closing the final chapters of his life with the same precision that
had opened them back in the seventies and eighties. His barber
was an illustration in point. Upon his return from Florence he
learned that the barber who always cut his hair was, for some reason,
no longer available. With thousands of good barbers in New York
that might not seem a serious loss, but to Father it was a domestic
calamity.
For years he had been accustomed to have his hair cut at home
twice a month by one barber, who always came on the same dates
in the month and at the same hour. Father virtually went into a
contract for this work. The price was stipulated—fifty cents. Hair-
cutting prices in the better shops were higher than that, but Father
came from a generation that grew up with twenty-five-cent hair-
cuts. This was also in the flush times when dollar-tips were common
in hotel barber-shops; but Father would no more have tipped a
barber than he would a dentist or physician.
Furthermore, the man had to be specially qualified—expert, of
course. Once shown the style of the cut, he was to ask no more
questions about it. He must always be prompt and reliable, and
after each haircutting he would find his fifty-cent piece on the
dresser.
To find a new barber, Father submitted to no experiments. He
consulted with friends and interviewed their candidates. His diary
has numerous references to these interviews. Eventually he secured
a man who, I assume, proved to be satisfactory.
How vividly I remember that interview between my father and
Roald Amundsen—the grim, old, white-faced financier facing the
grey, bald but vigorous, weather-beaten old viking! It occurred on
Sunday, November 9, in the house at 603 Park Avenue. Just on
the stroke of noon Amundsen and I arrived, and Father received
us in the library on the second floor. I introduced them, and then
we sat down, the two older men eyeing each other.
Finally Father said: "I suppose you have something to tell me,
Captain Amundsen?"
"What do you want to know?" asked Amundsen.
"About your experiences," said Father. "What this business is
like."

